The President’s Cabinet provides a distinctive opportunity to recognize individuals who have given
during a calendar year to the UHCL program of their choice. Contributors recognized at the President’s
Round Table level have contributed at least $1,000 in the past calendar year. Contributors recognized at
the President’s Inner Circle level have contributed at least $5,000 in the past calendar year.

PRESIDENT’S INNER CIRCLE
Mary E. Ainslie
Sara and David Bennett
Carolyn and Kenneth Black
Joan Bruno
William Cain
Verva Densmore
Kathleen Dickerson
Michelle Dotter
Nade and Chuck Fellman
Jane and Robert Garcia
Marcie Goss
Sierra Grigsby
Kay and Jim Hastings
Renu and Suresh Khator
Ann and Michael Landolt
Carolyn and Matthew Legg
Mitali Paul and Rajesh Baskaran
Heather Penick
Kathy and Mike Reeves
Mary Ann Shallberg
Camille and Bill Shock
Marilyn and Charles Sims
Kathy Tamer
Angeline and Robert Thonus
Jane L. Wood
William Yeh

Yudith Carmazzi and Robert Pruett
Jean and Rodger Carr
Charlene and Bill Chen
Allison and Craig Cordola
Ulan and Walt Dannenberg
Patricia and Sadegh Davari
Melissa and David Disiere
Emmeline Dodd and Gene Hollier
Joanne and Barry Dupuis
Charity and Jeffery Ellis
Kim Eubanks
Karen and David Fiscus
Anita Fogtman
Perry Giles
Nedra and Ken Gurry
Madison Hastings
Beverly and Richard Hergert
Susan and Lee Holmes
Rebecca Huss-Keeler and
Terry Keeler
Lynsey Jackson-Hill
Joslen and Preston Johnson Jr.
Sandra and Douglas Johnson
Katherine and Steve Justice
Kathleen and Raymond Khoury
Deborah and David Korth
Marilyn Lunney
Sharon and Paul Maaz III
Patricia Marroquin and
Michael Larraanaga
Usha and Jacob Mathew
Debra and Harold McCracken
Wendy Melchor
Kimberly and Russell Meyers
Gretchen and Peter Mieszkowski
Iris Mills
Carmen and Juan Moreno
Quan Nguyen
Pat and Robert Nossov

Shannon Payne
Frank Perez
Jana and Steve Phelps
Madhu Ramu and Yuvaraj Mani
Rebecca Reitz and John Gay
Gloria Salinas and James Walters
Becky Schergens and John Kinsey
Marion Seymour
Richard Shallberg
Paula and Rick Short
Tara Silver-Malyska and
Robert Malyska
Linda Spears-Bunton
Rhonda Thompson and Ed Rossino
Criselda and Isaac Tristan
Martha VanGreen
Mary and Terry Williams
Pat and Wendell Wilson

If you are interested in learning more about the President’s Cabinet, please contact University Advancement at 281-283-2021.
This list reflects contributions between January 1, 2017 and December 31, 2017.